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Summary
With lots of public software descriptions emerging in the application market, it is
significant to extract common software features from these descriptions and rec-
ommend them to new designers. However, existing approaches often recommend
features according to their frequencies which reflect designers’ preferences. In order
to identify those users’ favorite features and help design more popular software, this
paper proposes to make use of the public data of users’ ratings and products’ down-
loadswhich reflect users’ preferences to recommend extracted features. The proposed
approach distinguishes users’ perspective from designers’ perspective and argues
that users’ perspective is better for recommending features because most products
are designed for users and expect to be popular among users. Based on the lasso
regression to estimate the relationship between the extracted features and the users’
ratings, it proposes to first distinguish the extracted features to identify those rec-
ommendable and undesirable features. By treating each download as a support from
users to the product features, it further mines the feature association rules from users’
perspective for recommending features. By taking the public data on the market of
SoftPedia.com for evaluation, our empirical studies indicate that: (1) selecting rec-
ommendable features by lasso regression is better than that by feature frequencies in
terms of F1 measure; and (2)recommending features based on the feature associa-
tion rules mined from users’ perspective is not only feasible but also has competitive
performance compared with that based on the rules mined from designs’ perspective
in terms of F1 measure.
KEYWORDS:
feature extraction, feature recommendation, association rules, lasso regression
1 INTRODUCTION
Requirements analysis is an important basis for software development. However, it is not easy for designers to gain actual user
requirements in practice, especially for the software systems used by the mass. Thus, it is beneficial for new designers to analyze
the features of the software products in the market. According to Kano model1, some features are taken for granted by users for
all the products in the same application domain. Analyzing the features of the software in the same domain help designers to
learn about these common features which users take for granted.
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2 Chun Liu ET AL
Because software products often rely on specific operating environments and have various competitors in the market such as
Google Play and Softpedia.com, it will be exceedingly time-consuming and laborious to analyze the features of existing products
manually2. On the other hand, lots of software data including natural language product descriptions, user comments, users’
ratings and products’ downloads have been accumulated and can be easily obtained from the software markets. Consequently,
utilizing these public data to identify the common features and recommend them to new designers is appreciated.
Therefore, mining these public software data has gained wide attention in recent years. Various approaches have been pro-
posed for extracting software features from these natural language product descriptions or user comments. For example, in light
that more than one feature can be described in one sentence of the product descriptions, Hariri et al.3 have designed the method
of incremental diffusive clustering which clusters the sentences and selects the best clusters iteratively. Through manually identi-
fying the feature patterns from a sampled dataset, Liu et al.4 have proposed to use them to extract features from app descriptions.
To extract features from user reviews, Guzman and Maalej5 have taken the bigram collocations as feature patterns and identified
the frequent collocations from reviews.
However, when recommending these extracted features to new designers, existing approaches often conduct the work from
designers’ perspective3,6. For example, the feature association rules which are mined according to the number of the software
that support the features, i.e., whether the associated features appear together frequently in many products, are often used for
recommending these extracted features. These association rules only reveal designers’ preferences for the feature associations.
Since most of software products are designed for users and expected to be popular among users, it is not enough to recommend
features with the feature association rules.
In addition, existing approaches often take all the extracted features into consideration without further distinguishing them
while recommending, so analysts are required to estimate the number of the implied features accurately when extracting them.
Otherwise, some noisy features may be extracted and recommended. But it is difficult for analysts to obtain the accurate number
in practice. Some approaches have filtered features according to feature frequencies. However, it is also not suitable because
feature frequencies also reflect designers’ preferences and some users’ favorite features may be infrequent.
In this paper, we propose to recommend features from users’ perspective. That is, users’ favorite features are identified and
recommended for designers according to the public data which reflect users’ preferences such as users’ ratings and products’
downloads. Our main contributions are as follows.
- The users’ perspective and the designers’ perspective are distinguished for recommending features. We argue that the
users’ perspective is better since the software systems are designed for users and expect to be popular among users.
Recommending features from users’ perspective help find users’ favorite features.
- According to the data of users’ ratings, the lasso regression7 is applied to distinguish the extracted features before recom-
mending them in order to identify the recommendable and undesirable features. Lasso regression approach can estimate
the relationship model between the extracted features and the users’ ratings. According to the estimated model, the fea-
tures positively correlated with the users’ ratings are treated as the recommendable features. At the same time the features
negatively correlated with users’ ratings are taken as the undesirable features. Comparing with multiple linear regression
method, lasso regression can compress the estimated model7 and filter those features which are less likely to correlate with
users’ ratings. Our studies have found there exists collinearity between the extracted features when the number of them is
large. This also means that lasso regression which can address collinearity is preferable to the multiple linear regression.
- According to the data of products’ downloads, the feature association rules are mined. Because each download should be
treated as a support of users to the product’s features, the feature association rules mined can reveal the associations of the
recommendable features in the eyes of users. When there are many features recommendable, these association rules help
find the users’ favorite feature combinations and thus can be used for recommending features from users’ perspective.
- By taking the public data of the software of antivirus and compress tool from SoftPedia.com and extracting bigram
collocations as features from the software descriptions, several empirical studies have been carried out. The results indicate
that: (1) selecting the recommendable features from these extracted ones by lasso regression is better than that by feature
frequencies in terms of F1 measure8; and (2) mining the feature association rules from users’ perspective by utilizing the
data of products’ downloads is feasible and according to the F1 measure, recommending features based on those rules
has competitive performance compared with that based on the rules mined from designs’ perspective.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a general overview of our approach, while Section
3 describes three steps of the approach, namely, distinguish features with lasso regression, mine feature association rules from
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Chun Liu ET AL 3
users’ perspective and recommend features. Section 4 describes the empirical evaluation design, the results of the evaluation,
and the possible limitations and threats to validity. Finally section 5 describes the related work, and Section 6 provides the
conclusion of our work and the ideas for future work.
2 OVERVIEW
Generally, the task of extracting and recommending software features can be divided into two stages as shown in Fig.1. The
first stage is to extract common software features from public natural language product data. The second stage is to recommend
features to designers. In this paper, we focus mainly on the second stage. In terms of the first stage, any approach of extracting
features can be used and we focus on extracting common software features from the natural language software descriptions.
The proposed approach aims at identifying and recommending users’ favorite features to designers, and helps them design more
popular software.






descriptions, user ratings, downloads
Mine feature association











Undesirable features Recommendable features
A list of tuples of (product
features, users rating )
A list of tuples of ( recommendable
features, download)
FIGURE 1 The overview of the proposed approach
As can be seen from Fig.1, feature extraction process starts from scraping the public data including natural language product
descriptions, users’ ratings, and products’ downloads from the website such as Softpedia.com. Once all the implied features are
extracted, there are three steps in the proposed approach to recommend the features.
- First, the extracted features are distinguished. Through identifying the features possessed by each product and their users’
ratings, the list of tuples in the form of (product features, users’ rating) is obtained and lasso regression is subsequently used
to estimate the relationship model between the extracted features and the users’ ratings. According to the estimated model,
the features positively and negatively correlated with the users’ ratings are then selected. They are the recommendable
and undesirable features.
- Second, the association rules revealing the associations of these recommendable features are mined from users’ perspec-
tive. Through identifying the recommendable features possessed by each product and their downloads, the list of tuples in
the form of (recommendable features, download) is obtained and the FP-growth approach9 is subsequently used to mine
the frequent feature combinations. A novel graph is designed to facilitate the use of the association rules implied in these
feature combinations.
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4 Chun Liu ET AL
- Third, given the set of undesirable features and the set of feature association rules, the designers of a new software are
advised to check the list of the candidate features and exclude the undesirable features. Subsequently, these recommendable
features are recommended to them by applying the feature association rules.
3 THE APPROACH
In this section, the details of each step of the proposed approach are described.
3.1 Distinguish features with lasso regression
This step is to distinguish the extracted features before recommending them to designers according to the data of users’ ratings.
Users’ ratings on application markets are often the real numbers. For example, they range from 0 to 5 on SoftPedia.com. Then,
linear regression methods can be chose to estimate the relationship model between software features and users’ ratings. The
coefficients of each feature in the estimated model indicate their importance. Particularly, according to their coefficients, the
extracted features can be classified into three categories from the perspective of users.
- Recommendable features: the features have positive coefficients and are recommendable since they are positively
correlated with users’ ratings.
- Optional features: the features have zero coefficients which indicate they are not correlated with users’ ratings.
- Undesirable features: the features have negative coefficients and are not recommendable since they are negatively
correlated with users’ ratings.
Keertipati, et al. have shown the feasibility of applying the multiple linear regression method10. This classification is signif-
icant for feature recommendation. Obviously, these undesirable features should be excluded from the list of candidate features
and these recommendable features can be reused for new software.
However, there will be too many features positively or negatively correlated with users’ ratings and some of them may not be
significant (p > 0.05) when using the multiple linear regression method. For example, when one hundred features are extracted
from the compress tool dataset in our evaluation, almost half of them exhibit positive correlation with the users’ ratings after
applying multiple linear regression method. In this paper, we propose to apply the lasso regression instead of the multiple linear
regression with the aim to compress the estimated model and filter those features which are not correlated with users’ ratings.
Both multiple linear regression and lasso regression are the methods of linear regression which assume that the relationships
between variables can be expressed by a linear function. More formally, let y be a scalar dependent variable,X be the vector of
independent variables where X = [x1, x2,⋯ , xp], then multiple linear regression is to estimate the following linear function11.
y = 0 + 1x1 +⋯ + pxp (1)
Where 1, 2,⋯ are the coefficients associated with the independent variables. These coefficients including 0 are often







(yi − 0 − TXi)2} (2)
Where T = [1, 2,⋯ , p]T , yi and Xi are the values of the dependent variable and the independent variable vector for the
i-th case.
In practice, when there are many independent variables but the samples for fitting the linear function are not enough, or there
exists collinearity among these variables, it is not easy to exactly fit the linear function shown in formula (1). Overfitting often
occurs. In this case, regularization is often adopted to penalize these less important variables and compress the model. Lasso
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|j| is the regularization item and  is the parameter to control the impact of regularization. This regular-
ization item plays as the penalty to force the coefficients of the less important variables to be 0, and thus some independent
variables will be excluded from the model. It is challenging to choose the appropriate amount of regularization (i.e. the value of
) and the cross validation method is often used for this purpose.
By treating the extracted features as the independent variables and taking the users’ rating as the dependent variable, the
method of lasso regression is adopted to estimate the relationships between software product features and users’ ratings. These
features with positive and negative coefficients in the fitted linear function are finally selected for recommendations.
In detail, the vector pi = (ti1, ti2,⋯ , ) for each product is generated initially. Given the set of extracted features {fi, f2,⋯},
if product i has the feature fj , then tij = 1; otherwise, tij = 0 . Then the users’ rating is treated as the dependent variable.
In this way, a list of tuples (pi, ri) is obtained where ri is the users’ rating of product i which is located in the range [0, 5] on
Softpedia website. The ratings are not available for some products. To fill the missing users’ ratings, the ratings of the most
similar products is adopted by calculating the Pearson correlation between pi. Such list of data (pi, ri) is finally input into the
lasso regression method to get the coefficients of all extracted features. The implementation of the lassocv which uses the cross
validation method to estimate the value of regularization from python package of sklearn12 is used for lasso regression.
3.2 Mine feature association rules from users’ perspective
Once the features with positive and negative coefficients are selected in above step, the product feature vectors pi will be reduced
in size by keeping only those recommendable features. Then, the list of tuples (p′i, di) is built where p
′
i is the reduced feature
vector of i-th product and di is the download of i-th product. Given the list of tuples (p′i, di), this step is to mine the association
rules between these recommendable features from users’ perspective.
An association rule is the rule in the form t1 → t2 which expresses that when t1 is observed, t2 will also appear in some
degree13. So an association rule indicates the association between two sets of items. This association is often revealed through
observing the co-occurrence of the items. Therefore, association rule mining starts from finding these sets of items which occur
frequently, named frequent itemsets mining. For an itemset (t1, t2, t3) , if the number of its occurrence is bigger than a value
specified by analysts, it is regarded as the frequent itemset. Its occurrence number is called the support, and the value specified
by analysts is called the minimal support. Such a frequent itemset means that the items t1, t2, t3 often appear together and thus
there exist strong associations between them. Then the association rules such as t1 → t2, t3 and t1, t2 → t3 can be derived.
To measure the strength of the associations expressed by association rules, the confidence of a rule is used. Taking the rule
t1 → t2, t3 as example, the confidence of this association rule is computed as follows.




The associations implied in association rules can be used for recommendation. That is, if it is known that some items are
users’ favorites, then the items associated with them can be recommended to the users. In the previous work3, association
rules have been mined and used for feature recommendation. The associations between features are also identified by observing
whether a set of features appears together frequently in products. However, different from previous work, two perspectives are
distinguished from which the feature association rules can be mined.
- Designers’ perspective: the support of a feature set indicates how many products contain all the features in the set.
- Users’ perspective: the support of a feature set indicates how many users like the features in the set at the same time.
Obviously, the user-oriented association rules are preferable compared to the designer-oriented association rules for feature
recommendation, since most products are designed for users and expect to be popular among the users. Thus, we propose to
take the products’ downloads into consideration and mine user-oriented association rules by making the assumption that each
products’ download is a support from users for the recommendable features of the product.
Given the list of data in the form (p′i, di), we apply the FP-growth algorithm
9 to mine the frequent feature sets. To facilitate
the reuse of association rules, we design a compressed frequent feature set graph which looks like a tree shown in Fig. 2 to store
the mined frequent feature sets. In such a graph, each node stores a frequent feature set and its support. The association rules
are implied in the connections between nodes. For example, the connection between node (c, 25) and (cd, 21) implies the rule
c → d with the confidence of 0.84, i.e., 21∕25.
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<Frequent feature sets, support>:(min-support=2)
1.<e,11> 7.<ed,11> 13.<adbc,8> 19.<dbc,20>
2.<eb,10> 8.<edc,11> 14.<ac,12> 20.<dc,21>
3.<ebc,10> 9.<a,12> 15.<ab,12> 21.<b,24>
4.<ebd,10> 10.<ad,8> 16.<abc,12> 22.<bc,24>
5.<ebdc,10>11.<adc,8> 17.<d,21> 23.<c,25>
6.<ec,11> 12.<adb,8> 18.<db,20>
FIGURE 2 The frequent feature set graph.
The similar data structure has been used in the work of Hariri et al.3 and Yu et al.6 for the same purpose. However, the
frequent feature set graph here is a compressed and inverted one. By compression we mean that for a frequent feature set, if
there exists a frequent feature set which not only contains it but also has the same support, then it will be not stored in the graph.
It is to avoid building a very large graph caused by the set explosion when mining frequent feature sets. Because all the subsets
of a frequent feature set are also frequent feature sets, a large number of frequent feature sets will be generated when mining
feature sets based on FP-growth algorithm. For example, as can be seen in the bottom of Fig. 2, 23 frequent feature sets have
been generated given the data from 5 products. And obviously, some feature sets have the same supports with their parents, i.e.,
the feature sets which contain them. For these feature sets, none information will be gained when storing them in the graph.
Therefore, the frequent feature set graph shown in Fig. 2 is designed as an inverted tree. That is, there are different levels for
the nodes in the graph and the ancestors are in the higher levels. The frequent feature sets which have the same supports with
their parents can be filtered when building the graph. Initially, the frequent feature sets returned from FP-growth algorithm are
sorted from large to small according to their size. This makes all the parent sets of a feature set appearing before him. Then
these frequent feature sets are inserted into the graph one by one in that order. A recursive algorithm has been designed for the
insertion, which can be seen in algorithm 1. Before insertion, a new node will be built initially for a new feature set. Starting
from the root node of the graph, the algorithm evaluates the node under consideration and finds all its child nodes which contain
the new feature set (i.e., the 2nd step in the algorithm). Once none child nodes are found, the new node is inserted as a child node
of the node under consideration (i.e, the 4th, 5th, and 6th steps). Otherwise, all the child nodes which are found are evaluated
again to filter these nodes which have the same support with the new node (i.e., 3rd step). If there are some nodes left, each of
them is taken into consideration while repeating above process (i.e., 7th, 8th, 9th and 10th steps).
During feature recommendation, the association rules are produced and applied online. Given a feature set, if it is located
in the graph, all the sibling features in its ancestors are recommended when the confidence is larger than a threshold, i.e., the
min_confidence. Otherwise, the parent node which contains it will be found, and similarly the sibling features in both parent
node and parent node’s ancestors are recommended. For example, when feature c in Fig. 2 is given, it is located in the graph.
Then, the ancestor nodes bc, cd and bcd are found when we set min_confidence = 0.8. And thus the sibling features b and d
are recommended. When feature set bd is given, it is not located in the graph and its parent node bcd will be first found. Then
only the sibling feature c is recommended with confidence = 1. Even if there are ancestor nodes abcd and bcde, they are not
taken into consideration since the confidence < 0.8.
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Chun Liu ET AL 7
Algorithm 1 inserting feature set
Function insertFeatSet (root_node,new_set,new_node)
Data:
root_node: the root node of the inverted tree
new_set: the feature set to be inserted
new_node: the node built for the new_set
Result:
The boolean result indicating whether the new_node is inserted
1 begin
2 D ← findChildren(root_node, new_set) //find all the child nodes of root_node that contain new_set
3 E ← filterNodes(D, new_node) //filter all the children with the same support with new_set
4 if |D| = 0 then
5 insertChild(root_node, new_node)//insert the new_node as a child of root_node return True
6 else if |E| ≠ 0 then
7 result ← False for each node ∈ E do






Given the set of undesirable features and the set of user-oriented association rules which reflect the associations between these
recommendable features, this step is to advise designers to include or exclude some features. Firstly, those undesirable features
are proposed to be excluded from the list of candidate features. Secondly, these recommendable features are recommended to
designers by applying the set of user-oriented feature association rules.
4 EMPIRICAL EVALUATION
To evaluate our approach, several empirical studies have been done. In this section, we introduce the research questions, the
study design and results, and the potential threats to validity.
4.1 Research questions(RQs)
Our evaluations aim to answer the following four RQs:
RQ1: How about applying lasso regression to distinguish extracted features? Since some noisy features may be extracted, it
is beneficial to distinguish these extracted features and select these recommendable ones for recommendations. Given the data
of user ratings, our approach applies lasso regression to conduct this task from users’ perspective. RQ1 aims to observe the
effectiveness of lasso regression to distinguish the extracted features.
RQ2: How about recommending features based on user-oriented association rules? This paper proposes to mine the feature
association rules from the users’ perspective for recommending features. RQ2 aims to evaluate the performance of recommend-




To answer the research questions, we have taken the public software data of antivirus and compress tool from Softpedia.com
scraped in October 2018 for evaluations. The data include the natural language descriptions about the software products, the
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8 Chun Liu ET AL
users’ ratings and the products’ downloads. The natural language descriptions for each product are under the label of summary.
As shown in Table 1, there are 576 software products in antivirus category and 400 software products in compress tool cate-
gory after eliminating the duplicate ones and the flawed ones which lack the descriptions. All the data are available at github
(https://github.com/UPFR/ERF).
Because the proposed approach depends on extracting software features from these natural language product descriptions and
any approach can be used for this purpose, we have taken bigram collocation based approach used in the work of Guzman and
Maalej5 to extract software features. First, these natural language product descriptions are parsed into sentences. Then, based
on the tool of NLTK14, each sentence is tokenized into a set of words; the words are marked with their part of speech; only the
verbs, nouns, and adjectives are kept; stop words are removed; and the left words are stemmed to their root forms. The sentences
consisting of the same words for the same product are also eliminated. After that, the bigram collocations within three words
distance are elicited and their frequencies are counted. Further, the bigram collocations are sorted according to their frequency
and these most frequent bigram collocations are selected. Considering the possible number of features possessed by the software
products in one domain, top 25, 50 and 100 frequent bigram collocations are selected in our evaluations. Finally, the synonym
collocations among these selected ones are grouped together based on WordNet15. Each group of bigram collocations is treated
as one feature. All the implementations can also be found in the github.
TABLE 1 The datasets for evaluation
Dataset Num. software products
Antivirus 576
Compress tool 400
4.2.2 Descriptions of studies
To answer the research questions, three studies have been designed.
- Study I: lasso regression vs. multiple linear regression.
This study is to test the effectiveness of lasso regression to distinguish extracted features by comparing it with multiple
regression. We first studied the collinearity problem and investigated whether the extracted features were correlated with each
other. This will show the reasonability of applying the lasso regression. In regression when several independent variables are
highly correlated, this problem is called multi-collinearity or collinearity11. It makes the estimated model distorted, and can be
addressed by lasso regression through compressing the estimated model. Collinearity is often measured by variation inflation
factor (vif ). Variation inflation is the consequence of collinearity. A high vif indicates that the associated independent variable
is highly collinear with the other variables in the model. It is often considered that the collinearity exists when vif > 2.511.
With the antivirus and compress tool datasets, we further used the multiple linear regression and the lasso regression to
estimate the linear relationships between the extracted software features and the users’ ratings. By comparing with the multiple
regression, we observed the effectiveness of lasso regression to distinguish extracted features.
- Study II: lasso regression vs. feature frequency.
This study is to further evaluate the effectiveness of lasso regression on selecting the recommendable features by comparing
it with that of selecting features according to feature frequencies. For this purpose, the datasets of antivirus and compress tool
were first sampled and 100 product descriptions were selected for manual analysis to identify the implied software features.
These identified features are the answers for evaluations. Two researchers in our group who were familiar with the antivirus
and compress tool applications were required to first identify the software features from each dataset independently and discuss
their results subsequently to produce the answers. For each feature, a set of representative phrases were selected as the feature
descriptors. The answer sets of software features of these two datasets are also available at github.
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Chun Liu ET AL 9
P is the precision and R is the recall. Let I be the set of features selecting according to feature frequencies, L be the set
of recommendable features selected by lasso regression, and A be the set of features identified manually, then for selecting
recommendable features by lasso regression, P = |(L ∩ A)|∕|L| and R = |(L ∩ A)|∕|A|, and for selecting features by feature
frequencies, P = |(I ∩ A)|∕|I| and R = |(I ∩ A)|∕|A|.
- Study III: performance of recommending features based on user-oriented association rules.
This paper proposes tomine the feature association rules for recommending features from the users’ perspective, i.e., according
to the number of users who support the features, instead of the designers’ perspective, i.e., according to the number of software
which contain the features. This study is to evaluate the different performance of recommending features based on user-oriented
association rules and designer-oriented association rules. The m-fold cross validation approach was adopted which is often
used for recommendation system evaluations16. In this approach, the dataset is divided into m parts and there are m runs in the
experiments. In each run, one part of the dataset is selected as the test set and all the remaining parts are taken as the training
sets. The average performance of the m runs is finally taken as the performance of the recommendation system.
We set m = 5 in our cross validation experiments. That is, the list of data (p′i, di) is divided into 5 parts where p
′
i is the
set of recommendable features of i-th product and di is the download of i-th product. When mining designer-oriented feature
association rules, di = 1. In each run of the experiments, four parts of data were used to mine frequent feature sets and generate
the association rules and the left part was used for testing the recommendation performance of applying the generated association
rules. In one recommendation test, two features were selected from the feature set of one product in the test set as the initial
product features. The remaining features of the product were the targets of recommendation.
To calculate the performance in one recommendation test, F1 measure which is defined in the formula (5) was also used8.
Differently, P here is the recommendation precision andR is the recommendation recall. Let T be the target feature set including
the remaining features of the product, andH be the feature set including the features recommended by applying the association













For each product in test set, all two-member feature subsets were generated for test and the average performance was taken
as the recommendation performance of the product. Finally, the average recommendation performance of all the products in the
test set was taken as the recommendation performance in one run. Considering the usual values of the min_confidence, we set
min_confidence = 0.5, 0.6, 0.7 and 0.8 in the experiment. And to facilitate setting the minimum support in frequent feature sets
mining, it was assumed that each product represented a designer and each download represented a user. Then, different ratios
was adopted to generate different minimum supports for mining the user-oriented association rules and the designer-oriented
association rules. That is, the same ratio was multiplied with the number of products in the training sets and the total number of
downloads of the products in the training sets to generate the different minimum supports. And the recommendation performance
based on the user-oriented association rules and the designer-oriented association rules were compared under the same ratio.
4.3 Results
4.3.1 RQ1: How about applying lasso regression to distinguish extracted features?
Table 2 shows the number of extracted features that are considered to be highly correlated with other features. The level means
the number of frequent bigram collocations selected for evaluation. It can be observed that there exists collinearity between
these extracted features for both datasets. And when more features are extracted, there are more features correlated with each
other. This indicates that it is beneficial for applying the lasso regression method which can address the collinearity problem.
With the antivirus and compress tool datasets, Fig. 3 shows the coefficients of different features when applying both methods.
It can be seen that while keeping the important features, lasso regression forces the coefficients of many features which are less
likely to correlate with users’ ratings to be 0. More exactly, Table 3 shows the number of features with positive coefficients
by different methods. It is obvious that lasso regression can reduce the features positively correlated with the users’ ratings.
For example, there are 26 features with positive coefficients from antivirus dataset when selecting top 100 frequent bigram
collocations for evaluation. At the same time, there are 60 features by multiple linear regression. Also, when selecting top 100
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10 Chun Liu ET AL
TABLE 2 The collinearity between extracted features
Level Dataset Num. features with vif > 2.5
50 Antivirus 4Compress tool 2
100 Antivirus 11Compress tool 13
frequent bigram collocations for evaluation from compress tool dataset, lasso regression identifies 27 features with positive
coefficients. At the same time, there are 50 features by multiple linear regression.




























(a) selecting top 50 frequent collocations for evaluation



























(b) selecting top 100 frequent collocations for evaluation
FIGURE 3 The regression results
TABLE 3 The number of features with positive coefficients
Level Dataset multiple linear regression lasso regression
50 Antivirus 30 17Compress tool 24 13
100 Antivirus 60 26Compress tool 50 27
Fig.4 shows the comparison results about selecting features by lasso regression and feature frequencies. It can be seen that
selecting recommendable features by lasso regression performs better in terms of F1 measure. We have further checked the fea-
tures selected by two different methods to investigate their difference. When selecting top 100 bigram collocations as extracted
features for evaluation, Table 4 shows the top 10 recommendable features with larger coefficients after applying lasso regres-
sion(the places of each feature in the rank of frequency are also given) and the top 10 recommendable features with higher
frequency. It can be seen that the approach based on lasso regression can select features with richer diversity. The features
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Chun Liu ET AL 11
with low frequency such as arcℎive type and guard time can also be selected. Instead, many features selected by feature fre-
quency are concerned about the same subjects, for example, virus antivirus, virus anti, remove virus and scanner virus. This

















lasso regression feature frequencies
(b) compress tool
FIGURE 4 The comparison about selecting features by lasso regression and feature frequencies in terms of F1 measure
TABLE 4 The top 10 recommendable features selected by lasso regression and by feature frequency
Antivirus Compress tool
Features by lasso Features by frequency Features by lasso Features by frequency
anti malware(11) real time archiver compress(71) file archive
solution security(30) antivirus protection file new(56) file compress
operate system(80) virus antivirus tool compression(18) zip file
internet security(4) scanner virus archive type(70) file extract
real protection(20) internet security menu context(20) archive create
guard time(95) malware antivirus line command(28) archive extract
perform scan(28) virus malware zip rar(13) compress archive
antivirus antispyware(87) virus trojan main window(35) zip archive
scan file(12) virus anti level compression(47) compression file
antivirus application(76) remove virus zip format(29) file folder
4.3.2 RQ2: How about recommending features based on user-oriented association rules?
When selecting different numbers of frequent bigram collocations as features, Fig. 5 and 6 show the performance of feature
recommendation based on user-oriented association rules and designer-oriented association rules in terms of precision, recall
and F1. It can be seen that according to the performance in F1, the recommendations based on user-oriented association rules
have better performance in most cases, especially when 100 features are selected for evaluation.
4.4 Limitations and threats to validity
Limitation. Although we have shown the feasibility and benefits of recommending features from users’ perspective, it should be
pointed out that the result of the proposed approach is limited by the result of feature extraction. From Table 3, it can be seen that
the number of recommendable and undesirable features selected from the extracted features depends on the number of extracted
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FIGURE 5 The comparison when selecting top 50 frequent bigram collocations for evaluation
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(d) min_confidence = 0.8
FIGURE 6 The comparison when selecting top 100 frequent bigram collocations for evaluation
features. Particularly, our approach is more suitable for the case that the analysts have no ideas about the exact number of the
features and a larger number of features are extracted at last.
Internal validity. First, to distinguish the extracted features and identify those recommendable and undesirable ones among
them, we propose to make use of the data of users’ ratings and apply the lasso regression to estimate the relationships between
those extracted features and the users’ ratings. It should be pointed out that the ratings of the products may not reflect the users’
preferences on product features. Users may not have taken the ratings they give seriously. Their ratings may also be affected
by the factors such as the reputation of the product designers and the publishing time of the products. Consequently, these may
affect the results of feature selection based on lasso regression. Fortunately, the users’ ratings we obtain from the application
markets are the combinations of the ratings from many users based on the invisible hands of the markets. This can reduce the
potential deviation to some extent.
Second, to validate the effectiveness of selecting recommendable features based on lasso regression method, it needs to
survey a number of users and find out what the recommendable features are for comparison. Obviously it is not only laborious
but also expensive. We have had two researchers in our group to identify the features from a random sample of 100 product
descriptions. The two researchers may not represent the users of these software systems and the sampled product descriptions
may not represent all the product descriptions in the datasets.
Third, evaluating a recommendation system is a non-trivial task. The ideal way is to design a product with the recommended
features and observe its performance in the market. Obviously it will cost a long time. In order to compare the recommendation
performance based on user-oriented association rules and designer-oriented association rules, we have assumed that each product
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Chun Liu ET AL 13
represents a designer and each download represents a user. Obviously, it may not be the case in practice. That is, one designer
may design more than one product, and each user can download more than one product. Further, we have assumed that each
download represents a support from users to the set of features of a product. It may also not be true because the users may
download a product because of other reasons except the product features. All these may affect the validity of the evaluation on
the recommendation performance of the user-oriented association rules.
External validity. We applied our approach to the public data of two categories of software on SoftPedia.com. In terms of the
performance of distinguishing extracted features by lasso regression, the results are shown with consistency. In terms of feature
recommendation based on user-oriented association rules, the results are also shown with consistency when many features are
extracted. These provide confidence about the generalizability of our results. Further experiments with the public data of other
categories of software from SoftPedia.com or from other software markets would nevertheless be useful for improving external
validity.
5 RELATED WORK
As lots of software data have been accumulated on the application markets such as GooglePlay and SoftPedia, mining these data
has gained wide attention in recent years. In this section, we outline the most related work on extracting software features from
these data and recommending them to designers.
Because textual product descriptions mining can build the domain feature model17,18 and user comments mining can identify
new features desired by users, extracting software features from these textual data is of great interest to many researchers19,20,21.
One kind of approaches tends to cluster the sentences of the textual data into different clusters by different methods. Each
sentence cluster implies one software feature. For example, Hariri et al.3 have proposed an incremental diffusive clustering
(IDC) algorithm to obtain the sentence clusters. Bakar et al.22 have used the SVD method to get the sentence clusters. Yu et al.6
have taken LDA(Latent dirichlet allocation) method to turn the sentences into vectors and then applied a hierarchical clustering
method to cluster the sentences with the aim to mine the semantic structure between features. Recently, Li et al.23 intended to
extract features with the convolutional neural network(CNN).
Considering that features are often expressed in the form of phrases, i.e., a sequence of words, another kind of approaches
tends to first define the patterns of the phrases, then extract phrases from each sentence, and finally group them tomerge synonym
ones. For example, Vu et al.24,25 have first mined the sequence pattern of part of speech (POS) from a corpus and then used
them to extract features from app reviews. Liu et al.4 have obtained the patterns of phrases manually from a sampled dataset in
order to extract features from app descriptions. Aiming at extracting and matching the features from the app descriptions and the
reviews, Johann et al.26 have also manually built several patterns and applied them to app descriptions and user reviews. Unlike
aforementioned work, Sarro et al. have first extracted raw feature patterns27 to identify the app features and analyze feature
lifecycle in app stores. In their work, if an HTML list in the description of apps was related with the set of words "include, new,
latest, key, free, improved, download, option, feature", the HTML list was saved as the raw feature patterns. Moreover, Guzman
and Maalej5 have directly taken bigram collocations as feature pattern to extract features from user reviews.
While there are many works on feature extraction, little attention has been paid on distinguishing the extracted features and
identifying those more valuable features. One similar work is that of Keertipati et al10. By taking the data such as frequency and
ratings, they have proposed several methods including the multiple linear regression to prioritize the features extracted from app
reviews. Different from this work, our purpose is to select those recommendable and undesirable features from users’ perspective
from these extracted ones instead of prioritizing them. Further, we have used the lasso regression instead of the multiple linear
regression to filter those features that are less likely to correlate with users’ ratings.
For the task of feature recommendation, these recommendation techniques such as k nearest neighbor (KNN)3 and association
rules3,6 have been used. When applying association rules for feature recommendation, the existing approaches have mined the
feature association rules from designers’ perspective. Different from existing works, we distinguish mining association rules
from users’ perspective from that from designers’ perspective by treating each download of a product as a support from users for
the set of product features. We propose that the user-oriented association rules are preferable to the designer-oriented association
rules because they reveal the associations between features in the eyes of users.
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14 Chun Liu ET AL
6 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Focusing on extracting and recommending common software features based on the public data on the software markets, this
paper has shown how to use the public data of users’ ratings and products’ downloads which reflect users’ preferences for
recommending features.
It proposes to distinguish the extracted features to identify the recommendable and undesirable features before recommend-
ing them to designers. While recommending these recommendable features to designers, it advises designers to exclude these
undesirable features. To distinguish the extracted features from users’ perspective, the lasso regression is applied to estimate the
relationship between the extracted features and the users’ ratings. For recommending features from users’ perspective, the user-
oriented feature association rules are mined by assuming that each download is a support from users to the product features.
By taking the data on the market of SoftPedia.com for evaluation, our empirical studies have confirmed that lasso regression is
preferable to the multiple linear regression for estimating the relationship between the product features and the users’ ratings.
Lasso regression can address the collinearity which is found between the extracted features. It can also filter those features which
are less likely to correlate with users’ ratings. Through identifying the software features manually for comparison, our studies
indicate that selecting the recommendable features from these extracted ones by lasso regression is better than that by feature
frequencies in terms of F1 measure. Our studies have further indicate that mining the feature association rules from users’ per-
spective is feasible by utilizing the data of products’ downloads. And according to the F1 measure, recommending features
based on those rules has competitive performance compared with that based on the rules mined from designs’ perspective.
Moreover, the proposed approach has only used the positive feature correlations in the eyes of users for recommending
features. In fact, there are also negative correlations and it is better to combine the positive and negative correlations for feature
recommendations. Besides the users’ ratings and product downloads, there are other users’ data such as reviews that can be
used for recommending features from users’ perspective. Further, the extracted features may be similar with each other and it
is better to merge them together before recommending them. In the future, we will pay more efforts to investigate and address
above issues.
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